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HOW TO 
PREPARE FOR THE CPA EXAMINATION
IAS offers an intensive CPA Coaching Course which has produced 
outstanding results. It is available only to competent accountants 
qualified through training and experience to prepare for the
CPA examination. No attempt is made to teach general accounting; 
the entire course is pointed directly at the CPA examination.
The need for special 
coaching has been well 
established by innumerable 
experienced accountants 
who have floundered 
in the examination room. 
They knew how to make 
audits but they didn’t know
(1) how to analyze 
problems for the 
purpose of deciding 
quickly the exact 
requirements.
(2) how to solve 
problems quickly,




(4) how to decide 
quickly on proper 
terminology.
• The IAS-CPA Coaching Course has been designed for busy 
accountants. The home-study method of tutoring is ideally 
suited to CPA examination preparation. Maximum use can be 
made of every available hour.
• The text material consists of 20 substantial loose-leaf 
assignments totaling more than 800 pages. It includes hun­
dreds of CPA examination problems and questions, with 
solutions supplemented by elaborate explanations and com­
ments, working sheets, side calculations, and discussions of 
authoritative opinions.
• Written examinations at the end of each assignment re­
quire solutions to problems of CPA examination calibre. 
These are sent to the school where the grading, including 
personal comments and suggestions, is done by members of 
the IAS Faculty, all of whom are CPAs. Supplementary 
review material is furnished to those who want to "brush up’’ 
on specific accounting subjects, at no additional cost.
The IAS booklet, "How to Prepare 
for the C.P.A. Examination" is avail­
able free upon request. Address your 
card or letter to the Secretary, IAS . . .
INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTANTS
SOCIETY, INCORPORATED
A Correspondence School Since 1903
209 WEST JACKSON BOULEVARD • CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS
IAS IS AN ACCREDITED SCHOOL, ACCREDITED DY THE ACCREDITING COMMISSION OF THE NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL
Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office at Chicago, Illinois
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EDITORIAL
New Assignment—Double Challenge
At a time of changing editors there is a 
challenge to the new editor and also to the 
reader. The challenge to the editor is to con­
tinue the high standards which the Woman 
C.P.A. has maintained throughout its 
nearly twenty years of publication, and to 
work for its continued improvement.
To the member-reader there is an even 
greater challenge: to express approval or 
disapproval of the contents and the policies 
of the publication; to make new ideas avail­
able for publication; to voice appreciation 
of material found useful by communicating 
with the author; and to write the editor 
when there is more to be said on a subject 
or a different point of view to be presented.
It is only when each reader becomes an 
active part of the team that The Woman 
C.P.A. can truly be a mirror for AWSCPA 
and ASWA, reflecting the contributions 
which the membership are making to the 
world of business and finance, and the pro­
fession of accountancy.
1957 Annual Meeting
It is not too late to make plans to attend 
the Joint Annual Meeting of AWSCPA— 
ASWA, which this year will be held at 
Edgewater Park, Mississippi, October 24- 
27.
In addition to having a voice in determin­
ing the policies of the respective organiza­
tions, there are other advantages to attend­
ing such an annual meeting. It provides a 
delightful stay at a resort hotel in a section 
of the country which may be unfamiliar. 
The technical program will probably pre­
sent at least one idea which will be invalu­
able to you during the course of the coming 
year. It is an excellent opportunity to 
broaden your circle of friends in the ac­
counting field and to gain inspiration from 
them leading to greater accomplishments. 
Not to be overlooked is the opportunity to 
attend the annual meeting of the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 
which will convene in New Orleans, October 
27th.
Look at the program on page 16 and 
make your reservation now!
It is my pleasure to announce that a new 
post has been established— that of associ­
ate editor of The Woman C.P.A. This will 
provide the editor with an active assistant 
in the production of this publication. Hazel 
Nielsen Richards has been named for this 
assignment. She is a staff accountant for 
Moss Adams & Co. and is currently serving 
as Vice President of Seattle Chapter 
ASWA.
• The Woman CPA is published bi-monthly 
in the interest of accounting, and the progress 
of women in the profession.
While all material presented is from sources 
believed to be reliably correct, responsibility 
can not be assumed for opinions or for inter­
pretations of law expressed by contributors.
Published by
American Woman’s Society 
of Certified Public Accountants 
and 
American Society of Women Accountants 
327 So. LaSalle Street, Chicago 4, Illinois 
Subscription Price—$1.00 Annually
Copyright, 1957, by American Woman’s Society of Certified Public Accountants.
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AWSCPA—THE YEAR IN REVIEW
By ELIZABETH A. STERLING, C.P.A., National President 1956-57
In looking back over the activities of the 
past year it would seem that no single ac­
tivity or accomplishment stands out above 
all of the others. Rather I would say that 
during 1956-1957 the American Woman’s 
Society of Certified Public Accountants 
made steady progress towards its objec­
tives on all fronts.
A year ago we said that Public Relations 
is everybody’s job. I still believe that this is 
so. And with everyone working together for 
a common purpose our Public Relations is 
at an all time high. As an indication of the 
position we now occupy among the leading 
business and professional organizations, 
Charm magazine in the July, 1957 issue re­
ferred to AWSCPA as a “small but mighty 
group.”
AWSCPA is small, but we are growing. 
Lee Ella Costello, First Vice-President, as 
Membership Chairman with the help of the 
members of the Membership Committee has 
continued the intensive membership cam­
paign started last year and has been success­
ful in adding thirty-eight (38) regular 
members and three associates. We now have 
three hundred ninety-seven (397) members 
which is approximately 40% of all women 
certified public accountants.
Mary Jo McCann, our Second Vice-Presi­
dent, served as Research Chairman and as 
Editor of the AWSCPA NEWS, our mem­
bership newsletter. The News is not yet two 
years old, but already it has become a real 
part of AWSCPA. By keeping us informed 
of the more important actions of the Board 
of Directors as well as the outstanding ac­
complishments of women certified public ac­
countants we have been brought closer to­
gether.
A special word of appreciation should be 
expressed to Katherine Pfeifer, Secretary, 
and to Gertrude Norman, Treasurer. This 
has been a busy year for them. As our or­
ganization grows more and more demands 
are made on the Secretary and Treasurer 
and I would like to thank Kay and Gertrude 
for the countless hours of unselfish service 
they have devoted to AWSCPA.
The AWSCPA Award continues to oc­
cupy a place of importance in the affairs of 
ASWA and AWSCPA. Gertrude Hinde- 
lang, our AWSCPA Award Chairman, has 
worked closely with Betty Brown, ASWA 
Award Chairman, and her committee for 
the second year. The competition is especi­
ally keen this year and at this moment the 
winner is still in doubt.
The Legislative Committee with Wini­
fred Owens as Chairman has continued to 
work toward the elimination of discrimina­
tion against women in the business world 
and more particularly in Civil Service. It 
was brought to our attention that appoint­
ing officers in some government agencies 
have discriminated against women in ap­
pointment to positions under Section 33, 
Title 5 of the United States Code. Through 
the efforts of our Legislative Committees, 
Congresswoman Marguerite Stitt Church 
of Illinois introduced a bill, HR 2858 to 
amend Section 33, Title 5, which will elimi­
nate the wording under which the discrimi­
natory powers were exercised. In all prob­
ability no action will be taken on this bill at 
this session of Congress but it will be con­
sidered at a later date.
Winifred Owens represented AWSCPA 
at the Third National Reorganization Con­
ference sponsored by the Citizens Commit­
tee for the Hoover Reports. As Winifred 
put it “AWSCPA members were privileged 
to ‘mingle with the mighty,’ ” for they 
heard such distinguished speakers as 
former President Hoover and President 
Eisenhower. As you will recall AWSCPA 
and ASWA members voted at our Joint An­
nual Meeting to recommend a study of the 
Second Hoover Commission Reports. The 
Legislative Committees were requested by 
the Board of Directors to make recommend­
ations as to the best way this study could be 
carried out and their recommendations will 
be presented at the Annual Meeting.
The Education Committee with Anne 
Long as Chairman has been working on the 
project of getting together some questions 
for the CPA examinations.
As I said before Public Relations is 
everybody’s job and all of our activities are 
more or less closely related to Public Re­
lations. But Doris Parks as Public Relations 
(Continued on page 17)
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AWSCPA Ptrevue 1957-58
LEE ELLA COSTELLO, C.P.A.
Houston, Texas 
President
Miss Costello has served the So­
ciety as Director as well as Second 
and First Vice President. Having 
received her certificate in 1944, she 
was one of the first women to prac­
tice public accounting in Texas, and 
is a partner in the accounting firm 
of Bernard Rosmarin & Company. 
She has a B.B.A. degree and main­
tains membership in the American 
Institute and Texas Society of Certi­
fied Public Accountants, and in the 




With “Accounting at the Crossroads”, we face up to 
a new challenge. The American Woman’s Society of Certi­
fied Public Accountants and the American Society of 
Women Accountants stand together as one to promote the 
best for our profession.
It is most gratifying to know that our members, as in­
dividuals, are holding very important positions in accounting 
and that there are many among us who have made and are 
continuing to make important contributions to the many 
aspects of the profession.
It is my personal conviction that our two societies have 
helped greatly to prove the leadership, ability and industry 
of women in the accounting profession and have helped 
to pave the way for women who are endowed with the 
gift of leadership and initiative and who have achieved 
success as professional accountants.
Your board of directors for 1957-1958 is acutely conscious 
of its responsibility and its members are deeply grateful 
for the honor you have given them and the confidence you 
have expressed by your ballots. I promise you my best 
efforts as your president. I shall dedicate myself to adding 




MARY J. McCANN, C.P.A.
Kansas City, Missouri
First Vice President
Miss McCann has served AWS­
CPA as Director, Treasurer, Secre­
tary, and Second Vice President. 
After receiving her B.S. degree from 
the University of Kansas, she became 
the first woman to acquire a certi­
ficate in her State. She helped organ­
ize the Kansas City Chapter of 
ASWA and served as its President. 
She is on the staff of Touche, Niven, 
Bailey & Smart, and holds member­
ship in the American Institute and 
Kansas Society of Certified Public 





Miss Parks has served the Society 
as Director and Chairman of its 
Public Relations .Committee. She is 
a graduate of the University of 
Illinois and Northwestern University, 
and holds both Illinois and Wash­
ington certificates. She has actively 
served ASWA as National Secretary, 
Editor of ASWA Coordinator, and 





Miss Pfeifer has served AWSCPA 
as Director and Chairman of its 
Legislative Committee, and is in 
her second year as Secretary. She 
attended Spencerian Business Col­
lege and Fenn College, and obtained 
an Ohio certificate in 1946. A char­
ter member of Cleveland Chapter 
ASWA, she has served the chapter 
in many offices including that of 
President, and is employed on the 
staff of Lybrand, Ross Bros. and 
Montgomery. Her affiliations include 
membership in the American In­
stitute and Ohio Society of Certified 





Miss Hindelang has served as 
Director and Award Chairman of 
AWSCPA, and as President of De­
troit Chapter ASWA. She holds a 
BBA degree from the University of 
Detroit and a Michigan certificate. 
She is employed as a manager in 
the Detroit office of Arthur Young & 
Company. Her affiliations include 
membership in the American In­
stitute and Michigan Association of 
Certified Public Accountants, Na­
tional Association of Cost Account­
ants, and Zonta International, cur­
rently holding the office of treasurer 
of the Zonta Club of Detroit.
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TAX DOLLARS—SPENDING OR SAVING?
By LORAINE EALAND, CPA, Los Angeles Chapter A.S.W.A.
The young man, sitting at his account­
ant’s desk on April 14th, did not appear to 
be the successful young television star that 
his audience idolized. Nor did he display 
the easy air of extravagance so well known 
to the proprietors of his favorite night 
spots. Instead, an unhappy, bewildered, and 
financially embarrassed youth sat facing 
the business counselor who had just fin­
ished explaining certain facts of life that 
a new generation of citizens must learn to 
understand.
John Idol had made his first mistake by 
hitting his wave of popularity about eigh­
teen months prior to his first visit with an 
accountant. He had blissfully assumed that 
all the new and wonderful dollars flowing 
into his bank account were his to spend. 
His philosophy of share-the-wealth had 
gladdened the hearts of tailors, jewelers, 
florists, restauranteurs, and the landlord of 
an exclusive apartment hotel. He was warm­
hearted, generous, and popular. He was also 
about to go into debt some several thousand 
dollars in order to square his accounts with 
his new partner and Director, better known 
as the Internal Revenue Bureau.
What circumstances had brought our 
friend to such an unfortunate state of af­
fairs? What could he have done to prevent 
its happening? What should he do in the 
future to provide some measure of security 
for himself financially?
The accountant was friendly and under­
standing, but it took many hours of conver­
sation to learn the background of his new 
client before he could begin to help him out 
of his difficulties.
The young star had been married at an 
early age, had one child, and then divorced 
before he had reached any measure of suc­
cess in his profession. At the time of the 
divorce he had made a small property settle­
ment with his wife, and agreed to pay 
$100.00 a month on court order for the sup­
port of his child. It had been an amicable 
separation, and upon reaching greater 
earning power, he had voluntarily paid his 
former wife $4,800.00 a year additional for 
her support.
During the preceding calendar year he 
had gross earnings of $80,000.00. Of this 
amount $50,000.00 had been in the form of 
salary received from studios, but $30,000.00 
was paid to him for royalties and therefore 
no withholding tax was deducted.
The net result of this was a very simple 
tax return computed as follows:
Gross income from 
salaries $50,000.00
Gross income from 
royalties 30,000
Less agent’s fee 







Income tax due $46,008.00
Against this tax the office of the Director of 
Internal Revenue showed a credit of 
$8,880.00 which had been withheld from 
salary, leaving a deficiency of $37,128.00. 
Since it indicated a certain amount of suc­
cess, John Idol had made it a practice to cash 
checks for $500.00 at a time, and then pro­
duce payment with currency in large de­
nominations. The effect was always gratify­
ing but it left absolutely no records for the 
accountant in determining what might pos­
sibly have been ordinary and necessary 
business expense.
Whether dinner tabs had been picked up 
for television officials with contracts in 
their pockets, or simply for entertaining his 
current girl-about-town was anyone’s guess. 
The money had been spent but where and 
for what was a mystery that neither his ac­
countant, his attorney, nor his agent could 
have solved.
With these facts as a starting point, the 
accountant began a long discussion with 
his client. First and most important he 
covered the savings that could be effected 
immediately. After that, he touched upon 
the future planning which could result in 
savings over a period of years.
The most serious point involved was the 
large deficiency for the preceding year. 
Since his success had come so recently, the 
royalties had first begun in the preceding 
year and John Idol did not realize that in-
8
come tax on this outside income should have 
been paid quarterly. Nor did he realize that 
such a large salary would also make him 
liable for filing a declaration of estimated 
income tax. The television studio had been 
deducting 18% over the first $1,000.00 per 
month whereas the actual tax bracket of 
this taxpayer was much higher. Taking 
both of these items into consideration, a 
declaration was prepared so that 70% of 
the difference between the amount of tax 
withheld from salary and the total tax due 
for the year could be paid in four equal in­
stallments. By reviewing the income of his 
client every quarter, the accountant could 
then enable him to amend the declaration 
whenever necessary and avoid the shock of 
unexpected tax liability and penalties in­
curred for failure to pay estimated income 
tax.
The next point considered was the ques­
tion of child support and voluntary pay­
ments to the former wife. The lump sum 
settlement made at the time of the divorce 
could not be taken as an alimony deduction. 
Inasmuch as the $4,800.00 additional had 
been paid voluntarily and without court 
order specifying it as alimony, no deduction 
could be allowed for this either. By appeal­
ing to the court to issue an amendment to 
the original decree, stating that a certain 
portion of the additional payments consti­
tuted alimony, that portion could then be­
come a deduction to the taxpayer and in­
come to the former wife. This would pre­
sent certain personal considerations on the 
part of his client, and the accountant could 
only reveal this information to him, and 
then let him decide whether or not the tax 
saving would be worth the other factors 
involved.
The question of ordinary and necessary 
business expenses presented many compli­
cations. Since the income from royalties 
constituted a business, certain expenses 
were definitely allocable to this type of in­
come. The agent’s fee, the travel cost in­
curred to make personal appearances pro­
moting a new record, the costs of rehearsal, 
and many other items were all deductible 
providing proof could be given of such ex­
pense.
At the same time certain expenses con­
nected with employment by the television 
studio were deductible either directly from 
salary or as itemized deductions used in 
lieu of the standard deduction. If expenses 
of travel while away from home on trips 
for the studio were either not reimbursed or 
only partially reimbursed, the out-of- 
pocket expense would be deductible from 
gross income. Other expenses such as gifts, 
entertainment, telephone, special clothing, 
dues, etc. would be deductible as itemized 
deductions whenever they met the test of 
being ordinary and necessary.
The problem of burden of proof then be­
came important. Cancelled checks payable 
to cash are not sufficient evidence to support 
travel or entertainment. Hotel bills which 
substantiate the time spent away from 
home, daily records of people entertained 
and the business reason for such occasions, 
all help to substantiate such claims. Checks 
should be made out for specific plane tickets, 
train fares, or any other deductible item 
connected with a business or profession. It 
was explained very carefully by the ac­
countant that, though it is pleasant to pro­
duce one hundred dollar bills to pay for 
entertaining the producer of a television 
show, the cold facts must be faced that such 
deductions may not be allowed by the In­
ternal Revenue Bureau unless something 
can be done to substantiate the claim. It 
should be possible to prove that the evening 
was spent for business purposes, and that 
such entertainment was necessary.
After a method had been set up for keep­
ing records, the accountant then turned to 
the problem of future planning. Inasmuch 
as his client lived in a state that required 
a state income tax with a fairly high tax 
rate, this item alone would mean that the 
itemized deductions should be used rather 
than the standard deduction. Proceeding 
from this theory all possible deductions 
should be considered as a tax saving.
The question of living expenses presented 
an interesting problem. The rental which 
Mr. Idol was paying for his apartment 
amounted to $6,000.00 a year. If, however, 
this amount of money were put into pay­
ments on a home, there would be some sav­
ings each month from that portion of the 
payment applied to principal, and a tax de­
duction for the taxes and interest. For ex­
ample, if the taxes and interest amounted 
to $3,000.00, in Mr. Idol’s tax bracket, this 
would mean a savings in income tax of 
$2,430.00. The balance of $3,000.00 would 
be spent in building an equity in a capital 
asset, rather than being spent as rental 
with no saving accomplished.
It was also explained that after a few 
years, if the property had increased in val­
ue, and was still being used as a home, it 
(Continued on page 18)
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SUB LEDGERS HAVE LONG MEMORIES
BY SARAH F. FRIEND, Atlantic Chapter, ASWA
With the coming of spring, there is born 
in the human mind an urgency to do some­
thing new. This characteristic, creative 
spirit is seen in every profession and oc­
cupation. The housewife, filled with a 
surge of energy that seems to have been 
dormant throughout the winter, will sud­
denly plunge into the task of heavy clean­
ing and rearranging to make her home 
more attractive. The artist can be seen 
with his palette and brush on some re­
mote hillside trying to capture the fresh 
beauty for posterity, while the gardener 
abandons his four walls for the soil, armed 
with spade, bulbs, and seed.
The same mysterious magic seeks out 
the accountant too, and without realizing 
she is being spurred by the change in 
seasons, she feels an impelling urge to “do 
something different” in connection with 
her work. Let us analyze this urge and see 
if there is not a satisfactory solution for 
applying a new-found ambition which, if 
left to its own devices, develops into an 
insidious disease known as “spring fever”.
As accountants, we strive to present the 
best possible records to our employers and 
auditors; as women, we derive enormous 
satisfaction and joy in good record-keep­
ing, however, unless our records expand 
and advance, along with industrial and 
administrative needs, we cannot say they 
are desirable.
Each accountant knows the individuality 
of her own organization and the opera­
tional phases that set it apart from others. 
It affords the accountant the opportunity 
to meet a challenge in setting up a means 
of maintaining accurate and informative 
records. There are divisions and sub-divi­
sions of management that overlap one an­
other but each is invariably connected 
with the accounting department. Since the 
work of an accountant points to trends and 
special needs of her company, there may 
be additional data she could provide other 
departments without sacrificing the effi­
ciency or speed of her own department. 
This is not a plea for more reports but, 
rather, a plea for better records being 
made available to management. This may 
mean eliminating a few of the more tedious 
reports which have lost their appeal and 
use to the busy executive of today.
More and more we find management de­
pending on the accountant to provide facts 
and figures that affect company policy and, 
while the accountant may not have reached 
that level within her organization whereby 
she is a participant in the setting or chang­
ing of company policy, her work is a coun­
terpart of the conference table. The very 
fact that her records are used in making 
decisions affecting many aspects of busi­
ness is reason enough for her to fill her 
job with enthusiasm and a vigorous en­
deavor to produce better records. Let us 
consider some of the ways the accountant 
can improve her record keeping and, at the 
same time, enable her to present more 
tangible evidence of some particular need 
or trend within her firm.
For our purpose in this article, we will 
confine our consideration to examples of 
subledger records, which, properly kept, 
can be of great value, improperly kept— 
are time consuming and dust catchers 
only.
One topic, always a vital one, is insur­
ance. Since insurance is an integral part 
of all business, any program now in effect 
has been determined over a period of 
years, reflecting the individual needs of 
certain businesses. Management has, from 
experience, or through consultation with 
attorneys, auditors, and insurance agents, 
established an insurance pattern which 
may vary slightly from year to year ac­
cording to anticipated needs, or the fluc­
tuation of business itself. But, healthy 
businesses expand and, too often, the in­
surance program is sadly neglected. This 
creates an unnecessary and dangerous 
situation. It will be well to remember that 
without proper insurance, firms have suf­
fered serious financial losses causing shut 
down of operations, curtailment in ex­
pansion programs, and even bankruptcy. 
An equally evil situation is manifested 
through careless over-insurance brought 
about, usually, by laxity in correlating in­
surance records.
A sub ledger for prepaid insurance is 
one of the finest records the accountant 
can have, especially if hers is a manu­
10
facturing or multi-establishment concern. 
As an answer to the insurance equation, 
she can make her monthly charges to ex­
pense with more accuracy and have at her 
finger tips a record packed with informa­
tion than can be used with great advantage 
in both administrative and industrial 
departments. A simple test will prove 
whether or not the sub ledger is expedient. 
The following questions should be an­
swered “yes”. A “no” points to neglect.
1. Are all properties adequately covered 
by fire and extended coverage?
2. Are book values in line with actual 
insurance coverage?
3. Has the firm investigated the “replace­
ment value” insurance or, perhaps, the 
report form which covers inventories by 
monthly peaks rather than for set 
amounts?
4. Has there been a recent study of plant 
operations from the standpoint of 
safety, in conjunction with insurance? 
If so, are all hazards covered?
5. Can the accountant give a prompt an­
swer to these questions merely by ref­
erence to her books?
(a) Will your workmen’s compensation 
or liability policies develop an ad­
ditional premium?
(b) Are the limits on public liability 
too low? Too high?
A suggested method of setting up the 
sub ledger is to use a small post binder 
with general ledger type sheets, allowing 
a column for each plant or location. Each 
policy held by the company will be set up 
on a separate sheet and, at the heading, 
a record made of the policy name and num­
ber, date, term, the property covered, type 
of coverage, amount of coverage, rates, 
and the name and address of agent. Dis­
tribution of the original premium is then 
made under various plants or locations ac­
cording to the policy. In order to bring 
the sub ledger in balance with the general 
ledger figure of prepaid insurance, the ex­
pired portion of the policy should be cred­
ited. If the policy covers a given number 
of months with a flat premium it is a 
simple matter to adjust the prepaid figure 
in the sub ledger. Where the premium is 
based on a contingency such as payroll or 
sales, actual payroll or sales must be ap­
plied to the policy rate to determine the 
actual amount of applied premium. It will 
be noted that by such application, there 
will automatically be an accrual of addi­
tional premium in cases where the con­
tingency has been underestimated for, as 
the actual premium is reduced, by transfer 
to expense account, the debit balance can 
become a credit and an automatic liability. 
This method of accruing the liability elimi­
nates the worry of distorting monthly oper­
ating statements. If provisions are not 
made, a payroll audit by your insurance 
company could reveal a liability long after 
the end of an accounting year, thus affect­
ing two years’ profit.
After all policies are set up and ad­
justed to actual asset value, they should 
be grouped according to coverage; for 
example, under “Fire Insurance” you will 
want to group those policies covering 
Buildings, Machinery and Equipment, Of­
fice Furniture and Fixtures, merchandise, 
etc. Under “Comprehensive” will be your 
automobile policies, truck, lift truck and/ 
or other vehicle policies. Next, Public Lia­
bility, Workmen’s Compensation, Robbery, 
and any miscellaneous coverage not ap­
plicable to properties.
Once the policies are entered and ad­
justed into a sub ledger account, the ac­
countant will find it an easy matter to 
determine each month’s credits to prepaid 
insurance and she can be certain her rec­
ord will be heartily endorsed by her 
auditors. The greater the number of poli­
cies, the more time will be saved in the 
annual audit work, which can be doubly 
rewarding when the audit fee depends 
upon time spent on the audit.
Just as in the case of insurance, the 
accountant will find that Taxes and Li­
censes can be charged with more accuracy 
through the use of a sub ledger. Here, the 
accountant will need two divisions: Pre­
paid, and Accrued. Suggested account cap­
tions are City Property, State and County 
Property, Business Licenses, Intangibles, 
Corporation, etc. Until the taxes are paid, 
they are accrued and charged to expense. 
Upon payment of the tax, a journal entry 
is made transferring the accrual to pre­
paid account. Having a detailed check on 
the firm’s taxes makes for better record 
keeping and, again, will save a vast amount 
of time during the annual audit.
One of the most valuable sub ledgers is 
the equipment register. If the accountant 
does not have an up-to-date record of all 
properties she should, at first opportunity, 
establish such a record. The detail of the 
company’s Fixed Assets should be reg­
istered (each item on a separate sheet) 
showing date of purchase, vendor, serial 
number, motor number, model number, 
price, rate of depreciation, amount of de­
preciation by month and year, amount of 
(Continued on page 16)
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THE SAVINGS AND LOAN INDUSTRY
By JEANNETTE WIEHN, Ass’t. Vice Pres., Talman Federal Savings and Loan 
Association of Chicago, Member of the Chicago Chapter-A.S.W.A.
No doubt all of you at one time or 
another have become aware of the huge 
amount of publicity given the Savings & 
Loan industry within the last few years. 
Magazines and newspapers, billboards, 
radio and television ... all serve notice of 
the important place the Savings & Loan in­
dustry has assumed in the financial struc­
ture of our country. Just how important 
can be determined by the fact that at the 
end of 1956, Savings & Loan Association 
assets in the United States hit the 43 1/3 
billion mark. In savings alone, we had a net 
gain of over $5.2 billion which amounted to 
$1.1 billion more than that of all the other 
over-the-counter savings institutions put 
together and that includes mutual savings 
banks, commercial banks and postal savings. 
As for lending, even though the heavy hand 
of tight money was dominant. savings as­
sociations stayed in the home financing 
business to the tune of $10.3 billion which 
was enough to maintain our record of fi­
nancing almost 40% of all homes built or 
sold during the year and enough to keep us 
on top as the nation’s leading home financ­
ing institutions. And yet all this had a very 
humble beginning.
At the risk of repeating what you have 
probably heard a number of times, I’d like 
to point out just how humble. As much as 
we’d like to claim it, the savings and loan 
type of financial institution did not arise di­
rectly out of the financial genius of the 
American people, but came, rather, as a 
product of Anglo-Saxon civilization and 
ideals and the American form of the insti­
tution can be traced directly to England. 
The first British building society was or­
ganized in Birmingham in 1781. A decade 
or so later, fresh impetus was given the 
movement when the stirring events of the 
French Revolution across the Channel 
aroused the somewhat placid Briton with a 
desire for his own social betterment.
The first venture in co-operative home 
financing in America began when two Eng­
lish born pioneer manufacturers who had 
been conducting their businesses in Frank­
ford, Pa., for some 10 or 11 years got the 
idea of establishing an American society 
modeled after the earlier English ones. 
These two gentlemen were Samuel Pilling, 
who operated a calico-printing factory, and 
Jeremiah Horrocks, the founder and owner 
of the Frankford Dyeing, Finishing and 
Bleaching Works. Since there was no 
printed literature on hand explaining the 
details of the operations of the British so­
cieties, the Oxford Provident Building As­
sociation, as set up in Frankford, January 3, 
1831, was the result of the memories of Mr. 
Pilling, Mr. Horrocks, and their factory 
workers who for the most part had been 
brought over from England. Isaac Shall­
cross was elected the first secretary and 
without any inkling of his place in history 
was to become the prototype of every sav­
ings and loan man of today.
This early association, really nothing 
more than a building club, worked very 
simply. Each member had to subscribe to 
not less than one and not more than 5 shares 
of stock with a par value of $500.00 and 
after the initial payment of $5.00 per share 
they were required to pay $3.00 a month 
“dues” until their shares were paid. A mem­
ber was entitled to borrow $500.00 for every 
share he held. Whenever $500.00 was ac­
cumulated in the treasury in the form of 
dues paid in, this amount was offered as a 
loan to the stockholder who bid the highest 
premium for it. The interest charge was an 
annual 6% on each $500.00 advanced, pay­
able in 12 equal monthly installments of 
$2.50 each. Hence the borrowing member 
paid not only his regular $3.00 a month dues 
but also his $2.50 interest on his loan.
As soon as the dues accumulated to 
$500.00, the association again offered a 
loan to the member willing to pay the high­
est premium and so on until the earnings of 
the society from interest, fines for non-at­
tendance at meetings and premiums paid on 
loans were sufficient, when divided between 
all the members, to bring the shares of each 
up to $500.00. At this time the association 
terminated, turning over to the one mem­
ber who had not yet borrowed his share, the 
cash sum of $500.00. This last disbursement 
was not actually a loan since no interest was 
charged. The last member had in a certain 
sense used the association as a profitable 
means of accumulating the necessary $500 
for a home. Lest it appear, though, that 
he had a distinct advantage over the other 
members, we should remember that he lived 
in a rented house all the years he waited to 
receive his share of the funds, whereas the 
first borrower, who at first glance paid in­
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terest over a long period of time, enjoyed 
the privilege of living in his own home al­
most from the founding of the institution.
It might be interesting to note, that as a 
matter of record, the Oxford Provident 
had enough funds available from dues to 
initiate its first loan by the time of its 
fourth meeting. The highest premium bid 
for this loan was $10.00. Hence the first 
loan of $500.00 was made to one Comly 
Rich, the village lamplighter and a comb­
maker by trade. He used $375.00 to pur­
chase a frame house at 4276 Orchard Street 
in Frankford, a house incidentally which is 
still standing. The remaining $125.00 he 
used fully three years later to build a lean- 
to on his house to be used as a kitchen. Thus 
Mr. Rich had the distinction of being not 
only the first of all borrowers but also the 
first borrower to use installment credit for 
remodeling purposes. Unfortunately, Mr. 
Rich had the convenient habit of forgetting 
to make his monthly payments and thus 
gained for himself the doubtful distinction 
of also being the first delinquent borrower.
An examination of the Constitution & By- 
Laws of the Oxford Provident reveal the 
many similarities existing between it and 
the present day Savings & Loan Associa­
tion, mainly in the restriction of loans to a 
certain vicinity and to comparatively small 
unit residential properties, in the require­
ment that mortgaged houses have adequate 
insurance protection, in the provision for 
the monthly repayment of the principal of 
the loan and in the fact that the share­
holders had a voice in the management poli­
cies of the association. But there were dif­
ferences also. First, only prospective bor­
rowers could be members; the society was 
formed to enable the contributors only to 
build or purchase homes with no thought of 
allowing the mortgaging of a free and clear 
home for the purpose of raising needed 
cash or the refinancing of a mortgage held 
by another institution. Second, no provision 
was made to accommodate the saver who 
simply wanted to accumulate a nest egg and 
had no desire for home ownership. Third, 
unlike the associations of today, it had no 
permanent home office, its meetings being 
held only once a month usually in a room 
behind the local pub. And last, the associa­
tion terminated as soon as it had accomp­
lished its purpose of providing funds to 
build or buy a home to each of its members.
The Oxford Provident Building Associa­
tion, passing resolution after resolution to 
offer a loan to a member as funds became 
available was just a small ripple in the pool 
of financial and social ferment in the 1830’s 
& 1840’s but the circle that spread out from 
this ripple in the pool, as circles always 
spread outward in water, reached a size 
and significance that none of the men meet­
ing at Sidebotham’s Tavern on the second 
Monday of each month could have foreseen.
Probably the first major change in the 
industry was the evolution of a type of in­
stitution having continuity of existence. 
This was made possible by issuing new 
stock at intervals, each group maturing at 
different dates. Since the members of each 
series constituted practically a terminating 
association among themselves, the serial as­
sociation in its earliest form could be de­
scribed simply as a collection of terminating 
units. Those joining a series after its start 
payed the back dues from the beginning of 
that series just as members of the terminat­
ing associations did. From this type of an 
association it was but a short step to the 
permanent type of association known today, 
one in which shares can be issued at any 
time with a separate account kept for each 
individual member to which net earnings 
are distributed as dividends, usually semi­
annually, on the basis of the amount paid in.
The next major development was a corol­
lary of the first. One of the advantages in 
the serial plan and the resulting permanent 
plan was that members who were not yet in 
a position or willing to borrow their share 
of the association’s homebuilding or home 
buying funds were no longer obliged to take 
a loan against their will. Admission of new 
members at either stated intervals or at 
all times assured the institution of having 
enough willing and anxious borrowers to use 
the funds which were available for lending 
from time to time. It is easy to develop from 
this circumstance the origin of the saving 
member as a person distinct from the bor­
rowing member. Some members continued 
to pay their dues regularly but were in no 
hurry at all to borrow their share of the 
funds. Unless a member specifically wanted 
his shares paid to him in cash at maturity, 
the association simply continued to use the 
money, paying him for its use. After a 
period of time, the saver found he had ac­
cumulated in a lump sum not only all the 
money he had contributed but earnings as 
well which were higher than those yielded 
by any savings bank or other form of safe 
savings. From such a saver, some time in 
the second quarter century of savings and 
loan history, sprang the conception of the 
association as a means of accumulating cash 
capital as well as a means of acquiring a 
home.
In a sense, the entrance of this idea 
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marked the turning point in the history of 
the business. All efforts carried on before 
it were limited in scope, circumscribed by 
the number of people in any community who 
could be induced to pool their interest and 
acquire homes over a period of years. All 
savings and loan efforts after this idea came 
into being are colored by the fact that the 
savings of a community, of the people in 
all walks of life, can be pooled to provide 
home financing for another group, their 
neighbors in the community who desire to 
own homes. The concept of the business and 
its implications were henceforth radically 
changed. The building up of a capital struc­
ture of billions of dollars from the savings 
of millions of people in order to provide 
adequate home financing credit for still 
other millions of people has been in process 
ever since. Associations have grown in re­
sources and with their growth they have 
assumed more businesslike procedures such 
as the conducting of a full-time office, open 
daily during regularly scheduled hours and 
the employing of managing executives who 
make the association their chief working 
concern.
Until about 1850 none were incorporated. 
They were simply voluntary associations 
holding their property through the medium 
of trustees. Like now, mismanagement can 
be and often is a prevalent disease of volun­
tary groups so that it was only natural that 
as the associations grew in popularity and 
resources, the States would begin to enact 
restrictive legislation to prevent abuses 
within the business and provide supervision 
for the associations. Soon it became appar­
ent, as more and more associations became 
permanent and as the investor and borrow­
er became two separate entities, that the 
corporate form of enterprise was almost 
a necessity. Today, few savings and loan 
associations begin business without formal 
incorporation, obtaining their charters 
from either the state or federal authorities.
The industry’s gigantic growth really got 
under way in 1934 when the National Hous­
ing Act created the Federal Savings and 
Loan Insurance Corporation to insure in­
dividual savings accounts in savings and 
loan associations. Membership in the Insur­
ance Corporation is compulsory for federal 
savings and loan associations and optional 
for state chartered associations. But all in­
sured associations must submit to an exam­
ination by law at least once a year. As of 
this moment, individual accounts are in­
sured up to $10,000.00.
So much for a very sketchy history of the 
savings and loan industry. But I think it 
should suffice to point up the fact that sav­
ings and loan associations have two co-ordi­
nated purposes: the first, to promote home 
ownership by providing sound credit for the 
construction, purchase, repair, moderniza­
tion and refinancing of home; and the sec­
ond, to encourage thrift through systematic 
savings and to conserve and use the capital 
already accumulated by providing a safe 
investment with a fair rate of return.
No matter how you put it, the primary 
purpose for being in business—any busi­
ness—is to provide a service. This applies 
across the board and savings and loan as­
sociations are no exceptions. This being the 
case, what services can you as an individual, 
expect from a savings ar d loan association ?
First off, insured associations provide a 
safe place in which to save money on which 
you will receive a better than average rate 
of return. There are a variety of savings 
plans but the two most frequently found are 
the general savings account which can be 
opened with a minimum sum and into which 
you can deposit or from which you can with­
draw any amount at any time you desire, 
and the investment account into which de­
posits or from which withdrawals must be 
made in multiples of $100.00. Dividends are 
usually credited to the general accounts 
quarterly or semi-annually as the case may 
be whereas they are paid by check on the 
investment accounts. Some associations pay 
a premium rate on investment accounts be­
cause the $100.00 multiple requirement 
makes them less active. All of these ac­
counts can be written up in almost any way 
you desire, as individual accounts, accounts 
in joint tenancy, trusteeships, payable on 
death accounts, etc. The savings and loan 
association of your choice will help you 
choose the one best suited to your needs.
Next, savings and loan associations pro­
vide a place where you can borrow money 
to finance the construction or the purchase 
of a home or where you can refinance an 
existing mortgage. Probably the most popu­
lar type of loan is what we, in the industry, 
call the direct reduction loan. Payments are 
made monthly and include the current 
month’s interest, one twelfth of the esti­
mated real estate tax bill and yearly insur­
ance charges and a reduction of the princi­
pal of the loan. The interest for the follow­
ing month is based on the unpaid balance 
left after deducting the principal payment 
made the previous month. Therefore, the 
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amount which the borrower owes decreases 
month by month as long as he continues his 
regular payments. Since the amount going 
for interest decreases each month, the re­
maining which goes to reduce the principal 
or unpaid balance increases monthly. The 
longer the borrower pays, the more rapidly 
his principal is reduced. Naturally, the 
amount of the loan, the term and the inter­
est rate will vary from borrower to bor­
rower due to differences in the appraised 
value of the properties, the amount of the 
down payments, the age, income and credit 
rating of the borrowers.
Most associations now make a second 
major type of loan known as the improve­
ment loan. This is an unsecured loan made 
to the borrower for the purpose of improv­
ing his property in some way, by adding a 
garage, putting up a fence, building an attic 
flat, etc. In our association, these loans are 
limited to $3,500.00 for a maximum term of 
five years or sixty months. These limits vary 
from association to association but are nec­
essarily restrictive because, unless a me­
chanic’s lien is filed, the association has no 
recourse in case of default. The FHA does 
insure some home improvement loans but 
most associations make such loans under 
their own self-insured plan much more fre­
quently. In actual practice, the amount of 
the loan is discounted in advance and the 
total amount is spread over the term of the 
loan in even monthly payments.
It might be well for me to mention one 
other type of loan which most Associations 
make and of which few people are aware. 
This is the share loan. Basically, it is just 
this. Assume you have a savings account in 
an association which pays dividends semi­
annually in June and December. May 
15th or June 2nd or thereabouts you de­
cide you just have to have that new car 
that’s sitting in the dealer’s showroom 
but in order to buy it you will have to 
withdraw some of the money you have 
on deposit. There’s nothing wrong with 
that; after all, that is why you were sav­
ing it. But if you withdraw it before the 
end of the period you will lose any dividend 
it would have earned had you left it there 
until June 30th. In some cases this might be 
a full six months dividend assuming the 
money was on deposit at the beginning of 
the period. Here’s where the share loan 
helps you. The association will make you a 
loan for the amount you wish with your 
savings account as security and will charge 
you usually 1% more interest than the go­
ing dividend rate but only for the actual 
number of days between the date of the loan 
and the period end. It’s like having your 
cake and eating it too! The savings to you 
is the difference between the dividend 
earned on your undisturbed savings account 
and the interest charged on the loan, in 
some cases a considerable amount. At the 
end of the period the association automatic­
ally will write off your share loan against 
your savings account unless other arrange­
ments are requested.
Most associations offer a host of other 
services which, very briefly, include such 
things as the purchase and redemption of 
U. S. Savings bonds, Christmas and Vaca­
tion Club plans, safety deposit vaults, cur­
rency exchanges and the like. Some of the 
larger associations even house legal person­
nel where you can get whatever legal aid 
you feel you need in buying or selling a 
home, making a will or what have you.
The one thing I’d like to impress upon 
you is that our business is built on the sin­
cere desire to be of service to people. In 
fact, SERVICE IS OUR BUSINESS. It is 
a reputation long fought for and well 
earned. We are aware of what it means to 
you and the community of which you are a 
part. I can’t think of any better expression 
of this than this motto which is printed in 
big bold letters over our main entrance at 
Talman:
THIS HOUSE IS NOT FOR US WHO 
WORK IN IT; IT IS HERE FOR YOU, 




Place: Edgewater Gulf Hotel, Edgewater 
Park, Mississippi




Arrive in New Orleans in ample time to 
join other “early arrivals” at pre-con- 
vention dinner in the French Quarter fol­
lowed by a tour of night clubs.
Thursday, October 24
Morning: Registration; Board meet­
ings; Workshops.
Luncheon: Technical program.
Afternoon: Joint business meeting;
Workshops.




Morning: AWSCPA Business meet­
ing; Workshops.
Luncheon: Technical program.
Afternoon: ASWA Business meeting.
Evening: AWSCPA Supper Technical
program.
Saturday, October 26
Morning: ASWA Business meeting
(Completion).
Luncheon: Chapter Presidents; AWS­
CPA Board meeting.






Ruth Reynolds, 504 Thompson Building. 
Tulsa, Oklahoma
(Continued from page 11) 
insurance, policy name and number, and 
any other pertinent information the ac­
countant wishes to record. Any subsequent 
change in asset value as it affects the 
general ledger figure must, necessarily, be 
posted in the equipment register. This sub 
ledger is particularly effective in checking 
annual depreciation, book value of assets, 
etc., and can be used as a basis for estab­
lishing insurance values.
The equipment register should be di­
vided by asset grouping, i.e., Buildings, 
Trucks, Lift Trucks, Automobiles, Office 
Furniture and Fixtures, Leasehold Im­
provements, etc., then subdivided by loca­
tion. Each plant manager should have a 
copy of the equipment registered at his 
location. Through his cooperation, the ac­
countant can be advised periodically about 
changes, disposals or junking of equip­
ment so that her permanent records are 
at all times accurate.
Too many records can be a menace to 
the smooth functioning of an accounting 
department but over-simplification can, on 
the other hand, be a detriment to the 
smooth functioning of the company. An 
ideal can be effected through a study by 
management and the accountant. A list of 
the various daily, weekly, and monthly re­
ports, together with the estimated time of 
preparation and labor cost, should be pre­
pared by the accountant. With the help 
of management, the actual value of each 
report can be classified and it will be noted 
that often reports can be consolidated, 
abbreviated and even abolished when stu­
died with intelligence.
Let us leave it to our sub ledgers to 
have long memories and use our time to 
consider our record keeping objectively 
and retain only the best. With real thought 




By MILDRED SWEM, Los Angeles, California
Closing income and expense accounts 
without a journal entry
By using the following procedure you 
can save the time involved in making a 
journal entry debiting the income accounts 
and crediting the expense accounts.
Post all Income and Expense balances 
on the “Profit and Loss” page of the Gen­
eral Ledger. On the individual income and 
expense pages enter the balancing figure 
and rule the account. On the same line as 
the balancing figure use the year-end date 
with the description “to Profit and Loss”.
After all income and expense items are 
posted, total each column on the Profit 
& Loss page and enter the balancing figure 
to indicate Net Income or Net Loss. Op­
posite the balancing figure use the year­
end date and the description “to Surplus.”
—Freda V. Meyerhoffer, Baltimore
(Continued from page 4) 
Chairman had the primary responsibility 
for our Public Relations program.
Doris Parks and the members of the Pub­
lic Relations Committee organized the dis­
tribution of the pamphlet, “Women Certi­
fied Public Accountants—1956,” published 
last year by the Education Committee. Com­
plimentary copies were sent to colleges and 
universities offering courses in account­
ancy, state boards of accountancy, state so­
cieties of CPAs, financial editors of 190 
newspapers and 1,000 members of American 
Personnel and Guidance Associations. Cop­
ies were made available to AWSCPA and 
ASWA chapters for Public Relations work. 
At the request of ASWA our buff leaflet, 
“Women’s Accounting Societies,” was re­
vised to bring it in line with current con­
ditions. These are only two of the many 
projects undertaken during the past year. 
I hope that you will be present at the Joint 
Meeting to hear the full report of this Com­
mittee.
Grace Highfield agreed to serve as our 
Bylaws Chairman again this year. We are 
particularly grateful to her for handling the 
difficult job of recommending the changes 
necessary to eliminate the inconsistencies 
in the Bylaws. As evidence of how well 
Grace Highfield handled this assignment I 
quote from a letter to me from Mrs. Roy 
Rowntree, President of the National As­
sociation of Parliamentarians, “Your By­
laws are well written, concise and easily 
understood.” Incidentally, Mrs. Rowntree 
will serve as Parliamentarian at our 1957 
Joint Annual Meeting.
We are very proud of our bi-monthly 
magazine, The Woman CPA. Margaret 
Tuma, Editor of The Woman CPA, Mildred 
Swen, Idea Exchange Editor, Louise Sall- 
mann, Tax Editor, members of the Editorial 
Board—Ethleen Lassiter, Rosemary Hoban 
and Mary Edith Burnet, as well as Beatrice 
C. Langley, Business Manager, have worked 
diligently to maintain the high standards 
set by their predecessors.
This report would not be complete with­
out an expression of appreciation to Cor­
inne Childs for the time and energy she has 
continued to devote to AWSCPA. As Con­
vention Chairman she is handling the count­
less details in connection with our Joint 
Annual Meeting in Edgewater Park, Missis­
sippi. This is a particularly difficult assign­
ment since she is working without the bene­
fit of a local ASWA Chapter. Corinne 
served as Chairman of the Nominating 
Committee which has provided us with our 
outstanding group of nominees to serve 
during the coming year and as Chairman of 
the Policy and Procedure Committee and in 
the unofficial capacity as advisor to the 
President.
Genevieve Michel served as Budget and 
Finance Chairman and Beth Thompson is 
working on publicity releases for our in­
coming officers and directors. To these, as 
well as the many members who served 
AWSCPA as committee members, we would 
like to express our sincere appreciation for 
their assistance and encouragement.
It has been a wonderful experience to 
work with the officers, directors and mem­
bers of AWSCPA and with the President 
of ASWA. I am deeply grateful for the 
honor and privilege of serving as your 
President during the past year. To the offi­
cers and directors who you have elected for 
the 1957-1958 year I pledge my continued 
support and I know under their leadership 
and guidance the aims and purposes of our 
Society will be strengthened and furthered.
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TAX NEWS
By LOUISE A. SALLMANN, C.P.A., Oakland, California
Capital Gain v. Ordinary Income—This 
controversy, by its tax-variance nature, 
has been and shall ever be one of the issues 
most frequently brought to the Tax Courts.
In Nehring v. Commissioner, T. C. Memo 
1957-51, a decision was rendered in favor 
of the taxpayer; unique in that the income 
was produced by the sale of materials nor­
mally classified as inventory. Nehring was a 
stockholder and officer of a corporation 
which manufactured insulated wire pri­
marily for the use of public utilities. As a 
sole proprietor, however he engaged in ex­
perimenting with plastics as insulating ma­
terial for television wire. Because of the 
short supply of equivalent wire, he sold 
the usable portion of his experimental prod­
uct and applied the proceeds as a reduction 
of experimental costs.
In October of 1950, the taxpayer believed 
that the Korean war situation would create 
a short supply of television lead-in wire. He, 
therefore, invested in a large amount of this 
type of wire with the thought of holding it 
for a considerable period of time against an 
anticipated appreciation in the price. By 
November, 1950, however, the war situa­
tion had so changed that he feared he had 
made a mistake and decided to dispose of the 
wire. He sold the wire in the same condition 
as he had purchased it to 11 different vend­
ees most of which were already customers 
of his sole-proprietorship or the corpora­
tion which employed him. Little sales effort 
was required because of the prevailing sell­
ers’ market. The court ruled that the gain 
realized by the taxpayer on the sale of the 
wire was short term capital gain from the 
sale of a capital asset—not ordinary income.
From the facts related above any account­
ant would come to the conclusion that the 
Tax Court had “gone off its rocker”. How­
ever, the intention of the taxpayer was to 
purchase this material for speculative in­
vestment and he had sufficient foresight to 
establish proof of such intention.
The purchased television wire was phys­
ically segregated by the taxpayer from the 
experimental wire; separate records were 
kept of its purchases and sales; and a spe­
cial bank account was opened for the tele­
vision wire transactions. The taxpayer’s ac­
tivities in liquidating his investment, the 
limited number of sales in the short time of 
5½ weeks, were not such as to convert the 
wire into property held primarily for sale 
to customers in the ordinary course of his 
business.
“To be or not to be” is not always the 
question!
(Continued from page 9) 
could be sold and if a better home was pur­
chased within one year, the tax on the gain 
realized from the sale of the first home 
would be postponed. In this way, Mr. Idol 
could progress from a moderately expensive 
home, to a slightly better one every few 
years, and still postpone paying tax on the 
gain realized each time he sold. Of course, 
there is always the possibility that values 
might go down, and in that case, the loss 
would not be deductible if the property had 
been used for a private residence. Or if the 
home should be sold, and the proceeds not 
used to purchase another within one year 
(or to build within eighteen months), the 
tax would have to be paid on the gain real­
ized from the sale of the first residence.
In view of the very high tax bracket of 
his client, the accountant also mentioned the 
many long-range plans that could be inves­
tigated. Some money should be invested in 
assets that would produce either wholly or 
partially tax-free income such as municipal 
bonds and oil royalties subject to 27%% 
depletion. Thought should be given to 
fringe benefits on employment, deferred 
compensation through retirement benefits 
or contracts, and the use of the corporate 
structure.
The planning could not be done in a few 
hours, and even more important, the think­
ing of the taxpayer had to be developed 
along the lines of saving rather than spend­
ing. Recognition of the fact that gross in­
come does not mean cash in hand to the 
recipient is the first step. That portion 
which belongs to the Internal Revenue Bu­
reau is held only as one would hold money 
in trust. It must be fully reported and the 
proper amount remitted. To pay out a por­
tion that rightfully belongs to the man who 
earned it is foolish spending, but to account 
wisely and well for both partners is the 
basis of sound economy, both for the gov­
ernment and the individual.
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